
 

AL ALIA INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, RIYADH 

ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDER 2020-21 

CLASS: XII            SUBJECT: Informatics Practices 

WEEK LEARNING OUTCOMES SOURCES/RESOURCES    SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 

 
WEEK 1 

 

Leaner: 

- able to use basic SQL commands studied in       

class xi. 

- able to understand the use of Math 

functions like POWER(), ROUND(),MOD(). 

- able to use Math functions with SELECT 

statement.  

-identifies the differences in output generated 

by each Math function.  

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12IT3fqVCUQwdDy

U78SLTEmWqTx9vgfUl/view?usp=sharing 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adw0ELL-HS0 

 

 

-Given assignments based on 

review of SQL commands 

studied in class XI. 

-given questions to do practical. 

-Online assessments based on 

topics Math functions and basic 

SQL commands.   

 

 
WEEK 2 

 

-able to understand how to use text functions 

like UCASE(),LCASE(),SUBSTR(), 

LENGTH(),LEFT(),RIGHT(),INSTR(), 

LTRIM(),RTRIM(),TRIM(). 

-learn syntax of Text functions. 

-identify the output generated by using text 

functions. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rP46ZUC7tFog05ehvC2j
DnulnuHKTy-i/view?usp=sharing 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H2PhlWQ6oL-
6lNYsVu8Li8AKkxHcg5gE/view?usp=sharing 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic Text functions. 

-given questions to do practical. 

-Online assessments based on 

topic Text functions.  

 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12IT3fqVCUQwdDyU78SLTEmWqTx9vgfUl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12IT3fqVCUQwdDyU78SLTEmWqTx9vgfUl/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adw0ELL-HS0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rP46ZUC7tFog05ehvC2jDnulnuHKTy-i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rP46ZUC7tFog05ehvC2jDnulnuHKTy-i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H2PhlWQ6oL-6lNYsVu8Li8AKkxHcg5gE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H2PhlWQ6oL-6lNYsVu8Li8AKkxHcg5gE/view?usp=sharing


 
WEEK 3 

 

- different aggregate functions like avg, 

count,min,max ,count(*) etc, 

-able to identify differences between count 

and count (*), its syntax. 

-design SQL queries using aggregate 

functions. 

-how to order records in result set using 

ORDER BY Clause  

-able write queries to arrange the records of 

tables either in ascending or descending 

order. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UNs3T0Yf45lEOtvjw_1B
vVLnAZShTgLr/view?usp=sharing 

 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic aggregate functions. 

-given questions to do practical. 

-Online assessments based on 

topics aggregate functions and 

ORDER BY clause.  

 
 
 

 
WEEK 4  

-able to write SQL statements using group 

by, having. 

-able to write SQL statements by including 

different aggregate functions with group by, 

having. 

-able to distinguish the difference between 

HAVING and WHERE clause. 

 
 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UNs3T0Yf45lEOtvjw_1B
vVLnAZShTgLr/view?usp=sharing 

 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic group by, having clause. 

-given questions to do practical. 

-given assessments based on 

topics group by, having clause. 

 

 
WEEK 5 

 

- different operations on relations like union, 

intersection, minus, Cartesian product, JOIN. 

-able to understand how to use these 

relational operations in SQL. 

-able to identify the differences between 

different operations on relations. 

-able to join different tables in same database 

by using SQL JOIN. 

*Operations on relations is not included for 

assessment. 

 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjOxBVhJQps 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ObXFmok1albiv5Vd

XV8p5BSctPloB2ac/view?usp=sharing 

 

 
 -given questions to do practical 

based on previous topics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UNs3T0Yf45lEOtvjw_1BvVLnAZShTgLr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UNs3T0Yf45lEOtvjw_1BvVLnAZShTgLr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UNs3T0Yf45lEOtvjw_1BvVLnAZShTgLr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UNs3T0Yf45lEOtvjw_1BvVLnAZShTgLr/view?usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ObXFmok1albiv5VdXV8p5BSctPloB2ac/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ObXFmok1albiv5VdXV8p5BSctPloB2ac/view?usp=sharing


 
WEEK 6 

 

Leaner: 

-able to understand the meaning of computer 

network, need of computer network, its 

advantages and disadvantages. 

-networks impact in daily life. 

-describe evolution of network and internet. 

-different components of computer networks. 

-able to identify the type of networks (LAN, 
MAN, WAN) based on size, complexity and 

geographical area it covers.  

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Computer Science with python 

-sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/computer%20networ
k.pdf 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_zSIXb7tLQ&vl=en 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic network.  

-given online assessments. 

- prepare notes on topics 

networks and its impact in daily 

life. 

 
WEEK 7 

 

-able to identify different network devices 

like modem, 

repeater,gateway,switch,hub,router 

-able to distinguish the differences between 

switch,hub,router and gateway. 

- understand the basic network hardware 

structure. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Computer Science with python 

-sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/computer%20networ
k.pdf 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1z0ULvg_pW8 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic network devices. 

-given assessments based on 

topic network hardware 

structure. 

- prepare notes on topic network 

devices. 

 
WEEK 8 

 

-understand the different geometrical 

arrangement of computer resources, devices 

along with communication channel. 

-types of network topologies like star, bus, 

tree and mesh. 

-advantages and disadvantages of each 

topology. 

-analyze the structure of a network.  

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Computer Science with python 

-sumitha Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/computer%20networ
k.pdf 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbqrNg4C98U&vl=e
n 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic network topologies. 

-given assessments based on 

topic network topologies. 

- prepare notes on network 

topologies. 

 
 
 
 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/computer%20network.pdf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbqrNg4C98U&vl=en


 

RAMADAN HOLIDAYS 

 

 
WEEK 9 

 
-revolution of internet. 
-URL,WWW 

-able to identify different parts of URL 

-Able to differentiate between physical 

addresses and DNS.  

Different protocols used in internet. Learn 

the uses of different  basic applications used 

in internet like web,email,chat,VoIP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Computer Science with python 

-sumitha Arora 
 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_

NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing 

 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/internet%20and%20
www.pdf 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic internet and its 

applications. 

-Online test based on topic 

internet and its applications. 

- prepare notes on topic internet. 

 
WEEK 10 

 

-able to know website importance, its uses 

and components of a good website. 

-able to describe website structure and its 

working. 

-able to differentiate between website Vs 

webpage, static Vs dynamic webpage, 

webserver and web hosting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_

NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing 

 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021

/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/website%20co

ncepts.pdf 

 

 

 

-Given assignments. 

-Online test. 

- prepare notes on topic website, 

web page, web server, web 

hosting. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/internet%20and%20www.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/internet%20and%20www.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/internet%20and%20www.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/website%20concepts.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/website%20concepts.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/website%20concepts.pdf


 
WEEK 11 

 

-Web browsers, its major functions and 

working. 

-commonly used web browsers 

-able to do browser settings 

-distinguish between add-ons and plug-ins. 

-cookies . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 

E-resources: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021

/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/web%20brows

er.pdf 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_

NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing 

 

 

-Given assignments based on 

topic web browsers. 

-Online test. 

- prepare notes on topics web 

browsers, add-ons, plug-ins and 

cookies. 

- download, install and 

configure browser. 

 
WEEK 12 Revision: Database Query using SQL 

-students will be able to design SQL queries 

using different SQL functions. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 
 

 

-Given test based on unit: 

Database Query using SQL 

 
WEEK 13 Revision: Introduction to computer 

networks. 

-Learn terminology related to networking 

and internet. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

NCERT Informatics practices text book for class 

XII(old edition) 
 

 

-Given test based on unit: 

Introduction to computer 

networks. 

 

 
WEEK 14 

 

Leaner: 

-able to understand the use of pandas for data 

analysis. 

-need of python libraries -pandas and 

matplotlib for data analysis and visualization 

works. 

-learn different data structures in pandas. 

-able to create series data structure from 

ndarray, dictionary, scalar value.  

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.p
df 

 

-Assignments based on topic 

panda data structures. 

-given practical questions to 

workout using python editor in 

real time  
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/web%20browser.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/web%20browser.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/web%20browser.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mfl0R4vwTSFOkJ1_NRfHs8tPOoskwUeL/view?usp=sharing
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.pdf
http://colab.research.google.com/


 
WEEK 15 -able to do different mathematical operations 

like addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division. 

-able to identify the output after performing 

mathematical operations on series data 

structure. 

-understand the use of head and tail 

functions. 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.p
df 

 

-Assignments based on topic 

mathematical operations on 

series data structure. 

-given practical questions to 

workout using python editor in 

real time  
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 

 
 

WEEK 16 -able to retrieve data from series data 

structure using labels and positional values. 

-able to access subset of values from series 

data structure. 

-understand the use of loc and iloc functions. 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.p
df 

 

-given assignment. 

- given practical questions to 

workout using python editor in 

real time  
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 

 

SUMMER HOLIDAYS 
WEEK 17 

-able to create data frame data structure from 

dictionary of series,list of 

dictionaries,Text/csv files. 

-able to retrieve and display data of data 

frame by using loc and iloc functions. 

-student will learn how to iterate over data 

frame data structure using iterrows and 

itercolumns functions. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.p
df 

  

-Assignments based on topic 

data frame data structure. 

- given practical questions to 

workout using python editor in 

real time  
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.pdf
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WEEK 18 -able to perform different operations on data 

frame like adding row, delete row ,rename. 

- understand the use of head and tail 

functions in data frame. 

 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.p
df 

-Assignments based on topic 

operations on data frame data 

structure. 

-given practical questions to 

workout using online python 

editor 
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 

 
WEEK 19 -students will be able to understand how to 

indexing a data frame using labels using 

loc() 

-accessing a data frame with Boolean 

indexing. 

-binary operations over data frame. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.p
df 

 

-given assignments. 

-given practical questions to 

workout using python editor in 

real time 
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 
  

 
WEEK 20 

-students will be able to import and export 

data between CSV files and Data frames. 

*-joining, merging and concatenation of two 

data frame objects with identical 

columns.(not included for assessment) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Python%20Pandas.p
df 

 

-Assignments based on topic 

import and export data between 

csv and data frame data 

structure. 

-given practical questions to 

workout using online python 

editor 
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes.  

 
WEEK 21 -able to understand the purpose of plotting 

and different plotting libraries available in 

pandas. 

-able to understand how to draw and save 

line plot. 

-able to customize line plot. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Data%20Visualizatio
n.pdf 

 

-given assignments. 

-given practical questions to 

workout using online python 

editor 
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 
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WEEK 22 -able to understand how to draw and save bar 

graph and histogram. 

-able to customize both bar graph and 

histogram. 

 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Data%20Visualizatio
n.pdf 

  

-given practical questions to 

workout using online python 

editor 
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 

 
WEEK 23 -able to draw different types of plot with 

different color, style, title, legend in plots. 

*-understand different types of plots like pie 

chart, frequency polygon, box plot and 

scatter plot.(*not included for assessment) 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/Data%20Visualizatio
n.pdf 

 

-given assignments based on 

topic: different types of plot. 

-given practical questions to 

workout using online python 

editor 
http://colab.research.google.com/  

- prepare notes. 

 
WEEK 24 

*-able to understand different data frame 

operations like aggregation, group by, 

sorting, deleting and pivoting. 

*-how to import and export data between 

MySQL database and pandas. 

(*not included for assessment) 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 
 

 

-given practical questions based 

on previous class portions . 
 

 

 
WEEK 25 

 

-able to understand the terms digital foot 

print, net and communication etiquettes. 

-data protection. 

-able to understand common ethical issues 

like Intellectual property rights, plagiarism, 

digital rights management and licensing. 

-able to understand the term open source 

software and free software. 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/societal%20impacts1
.pdf 

 

-given assignments. 

-given seminars. 

- prepare notes. 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/class%20xii/informatics%20practices/Data%20Visualization.pdf
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WEEK 26  

-able to understand  cybercrime-

Hacking,phishing and cyber bulling. 

-cyber law and IT Act. 

-e-waste :hazards and management-disposal 

and recycling. 

 

 

 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/societal%20impacts2
.pdf 
 
 

 

-given assignments. 

-given seminars. 

- prepare notes. 

 
WEEK 27 

-aware about the health concerns related to 

the usage of technology include physical and 

psychological problems. 

 

 
 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 

E-resources: 
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/presentation2021/c
lass%20xii/informatics%20practices/societal%20impacts2
.pdf 

 

-given assignments. 
-given seminars. 

- prepare notes. 

 
WEEK 28 

 

Revision :Data file handling using pandas. 

-Able to Create Series, Data frames and 

apply various operations.  

-Visualize data using relevant graphs. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 
 

 

- do sample questions. 

- assessment. 

 
WEEK 29 Revision: Social impacts 

- Understand the impact of technology on 

society. 

 

Informatics Practices with python 

-Preethi Arora 

Informatics Practices 

-Sumitha Arora 
 

 

- do sample questions. 

-assessment. 
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